Looking to make your content accessible and engaging?

STATE-OF-THE-ART TEXT-TO-SPEECH SOLUTIONS, MAKING ONLINE CONTENT APPEALING AND AVAILABLE TO AS MANY READERS AS POSSIBLE

EXTEND THE REACH OF ONLINE CONTENT by allowing users to LISTEN as they follow along with the highlighted text.

Ensuring that content supports all reading styles and is accessible for ALL users, as well as engaging, is essential in today’s online environment.

But how can your organization leverage text-to-speech technology easily and cost-effectively?

ReadSpeaker Technology extends the reach of online content by instantly creating an audio version. Our cloud-based solutions are customizable and easy to integrate, giving users easy online access, anytime, anywhere, and on any device. And our expert customer support team will make the process effortless.

Make your business or organization more competitive, while helping to address legal requirements and assisting ALL types of readers to engage with your content.

50+ Languages, 200+ High-Quality, Natural Sounding Voices
Easy to Use
Accessibility
User Engagement
Meets WCAG AA compliance requirements

With our easy integration it takes the majority of our clients just A SHORT TIME TO IMPLEMENT. And our EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SUPPORT is here if you need any additional help.

The ReadSpeaker® software is ideal for online visitors with reading handicaps such as dyslexia or anyone who prefers to have information read aloud. Readspeaker also makes our website more accessible to a larger audience, some of whom may not have any other source for online health information.


Listen to an audio version of any written content while following along with the highlighted text. Request a free demo at: www.readspeaker.com
ReadSpeaker webReader
FULLY CLOUD-BASED TEXT TO SPEECH IN 50+ LANGUAGES AND 200+ VOICES FOR ALL WEBSITES

AN INCLUSIVE WEB READING EXPERIENCE
• online content instantly converted to speech using natural, lifelike voices
• make content available to a larger population of Internet users, such as those with literacy difficulties, learning disabilities, reduced vision, language learners, the growing elderly population, and anyone looking to access digital content on the go
• all features fully keyboard accessible

JUST ONE CLICK TO LISTEN AND FOLLOW ALONG WITH THE HIGHLIGHTED TEXT
• helps understanding and improves retention
• quick and easy access to all features through expandable player and toolbar
• customizable reading speed, highlighting colors, reading language, and more
• read on hover allows users to scroll over an area of text and have it read aloud automatically
• text mode shows the content in an easy-to-read format
• integrated reading, dictionary and translation tools
• text selection to listen directly in the pop-up menu, with the ability to access the dictionary and translation tools
• a horizontal bar is moved along with the reading to help readers focus on certain lines of text
• downloading an audio version allows for offline listening
• text being read can be displayed at the bottom of the page in large font size

A COMPATIBLE TEXT-TO-SPEECH TOOL
• plugins for popular CMSs and LMSs.
• ReadSpeaker webReader satisfies all Level A and Level AA success criteria of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 specification.
• VPAT (Voluntary Product Accessibility Template) v2.2 for ReadSpeaker webReader details the full accessibility compliance level of webReader
• the full player conforms to the latest web standards (HTML5/CSS3), which means fewer images and a user-friendly design
• works on any online device with any browser.
• pronunciation dictionaries can be customized to pronounce words in a specific way to increase the quality of the reading
• detailed usage statistics, FAQ, and best practices in the Customer Portal

EASY TO IMPLEMENT, EASY TO USE
• step-by-step implementation instructions. No downloads necessary. Just a few lines of code added to your website and ReadSpeaker webReader is ready
• our Support team is available to answer any questions you may have
• Saas-based (Software as a Service) software means hassle-free maintenance for you
• versatile Listen button that expands to open a toolbar with many features. A custom Listen button, player, and toolbar can be obtained by request
• control of the reading area and reading order
• the Help feature gives clear instructions on how to use each feature

100% cloud-based means no downloads and access ON THE MOVE, AT WORK, AT SCHOOL, AT HOME and on ANY DEVICE.